While there are many seasons of the year that call for a wide array of colors, wintertime is a little different. It is the season to immerse yourself in soft denim blues, rich midnight navies, a touch of sweet chocolate brown, and feathery lights. All of these wonderful hues can be found in the Snowbird collection, a combination of prints and batiks perfect for creating quilting projects to decorate your home during the wintertime. Focused on shades of blue, elegant prints, and contrasting colors from light to dark, we hope this fabric collection will find its way into your gift basket for you to enjoy!
Visit laundrybasketquilts.com
Gingerman Trio


Snowbird Batiks

Vanilla

Cream

Vanilla

Cream

Vanilla
100% Premium Cotton • 24 Batiks

JR's and PP's include two each of 11 to 138.

Delivery: June, 2014
• 100% Premium Cotton • 15 Prints
JR’s, LC’s & PP’s include three each of 42170 & 42171 and two each of 42172.

Delivery: June, 2014